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ABSTRACT Reduced lattice models of proteins and Monte Carlo dynamics were used to simulate the initial stages of the
unfolding of several proteins of various structural types, and the results were compared to experiment. The models
semiquantitatively reproduce the approximate order of events of unfolding as well as subtle mutation effects and effects
resulting from differences in sequences of similar folds. The short-time mobility of particular residues, observed in simulations,
correlates with the crystallographic temperature factor. The main factor controlling unfolding is the native state topology, with
sequence playing a less important role. The correlation with various experiments, especially for sequence-speciﬁc effects,
strongly suggests that properly designed reduced models of proteins can be used for qualitative studies (or prediction) of protein
unfolding pathways.
INTRODUCTION
It is believed that during the reversible denaturation of
globular proteins the unfolding pathway is, to a large extent,
similar to the folding pathway, with a reversed order of
events (Creighton, 1990). This notion of pathway revers-
ibility has motivated numerous computational studies of
protein unfolding. Protein folding (or unfolding) is a rela-
tively slow process—taking from milliseconds to minutes
—depending on the protein type and its molecular mass
(Creighton, 1990). Detailed equilibrium molecular dynamics
simulations (especially with the explicit treatment of the
solvent molecules) of the entire unfolding process are,
therefore, not practical (Shea and Brooks III, 2000). Fre-
quently, to overcome this problem, molecular or Brownian
dynamics simulations are performed at a very high tem-
perature. It is unclear whether under such conditions the ob-
served mechanism of denaturation is similar to that which
takes place at temperatures close to the folding transition
temperature.
In this work, we describe a new application of a reduced
lattice protein model and Monte Carlo dynamics to
equilibrium unfolding simulations. Such models enable
a signiﬁcant reduction of the number of degrees of freedom
explicitly treated (Ding et al., 2002; Guo et al., 2002; Irback
et al., 2000; Klimov and Thirumalai, 2000; Liwo et al., 2001;
Takada et al., 1999). With the solvent as an effective
medium, and the time step of the Monte Carlo dynamics
being orders-of-magnitude larger than that in molecular or
Brownian dynamics simulations, the entire folding/unfold-
ing process could be simulated. However, the cost of having
the possibility to simulate such long molecular processes is
signiﬁcant. The reduced models employ knowledge-based
potentials, and it is not a trivial task to design a force ﬁeld
that mimics, in a semiquantitative fashion, the real physical
interactions within the protein systems. Moreover, applica-
tion of Monte Carlo dynamics assumes that the very fast
relaxation processes can be ignored as they ‘‘average out’’
on longer timescales.
The side-chain-only (SICHO) reduced lattice model of
proteins (Kolinski and Skolnick, 1998) employed in this
work was previously employed in various studies of protein
folding dynamics and thermodynamics (Ilkowski et al., 2000;
Kolinski et al., 1999) and was also used as a tool for protein
structure prediction (Kihara et al., 2001; Kolinski et al., 2001,
2000; Skolnick et al., 2000). In the latter case, the force ﬁeld
of the model is usually supplemented with predicted tertiary
restraints derived from threading. In the present study, we
employ only statistical potentials, which are the same for all
protein sequences studied here. Additionally (as in previous
applications of the SICHO model), secondary structure
predicted via the PHD method (Rost and Sander, 1994) was
used, providing a bias for some interactions. This is the only
place where the evolutionary information enters into the force
ﬁeld in this particular application.
PROTEIN MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD
The model assumes a single explicit interaction center per
residue (SICHO) that corresponds to the center of gravity of
the side chain and the corresponding Ca atom. Thus, the
interaction center of a glycine residue is located on the Ca,
for alanine; it is at the center of Ca-Cb bond, for valine; it
is at the Cb, and so forth. The bond length connecting
consecutive interaction centers is variable and mimics the
distribution of distances found in real proteins. The in-
teraction centers are restricted to the vertices of an under-
lying simple cubic lattice with a lattice spacing equal to
1.45 A˚. Given the positions of three consecutive inter-
action centers, the approximate (off-lattice) position of the
Ca of the central amino acid can be easily obtained. The
Ca position serves as a reference point for directional
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interactions that simulate the effect of the main chain
hydrogen bonds in proteins.
The force ﬁeld of the model consists of several types of
terms, listed below:
Generic. Independent of sequence, short-range interac-
tions that simulate proteinlike chain stiffness via a bias
toward conformations characteristic of either helical or
expanded b-type geometry.
Sequence-dependent. Short-range statistical potentials en-
coding conformational preferences of ﬁve residue frag-
ments. Predicted secondary structure imposes a weak
bias toward more regular secondary structure geometry
for predicted helices or sheets.
Hydrogen-bond model. A model of hydrogen bonds in
the form of a directional Ca-Ca potential that mimics
the geometrical properties of the main chain hydrogen
bonds. The hydrogen bond network is cooperative and
moderated by the predicted secondary structure. Hy-
drogen bonds cannot occur between two amino acids
that have helical and b-sheet assignments or two heli-
cal residues that are far apart along the sequence.
Pairwise contact interactions of the side chains. These
are orientation-dependent, reﬂecting the tendency to-
ward speciﬁc packing arrangements of various side
groups in globular proteins.
Burial potentials. These regularize the packing environ-
ment propensities and solvent exposure for various
amino acids.
The details of the implementation of the force ﬁeld can be
found in our recent publications (Ilkowski et al., 2000;
Kihara et al., 2001; Kolinski et al., 2001, 2000; Kolinski and
Skolnick, 1998; Skolnick et al., 2000), and the numerical
data for the potentials can be extracted from our home page
(http://biocomp.chem.uw.edu.pl).
The model of dynamics is based on a random series of
small, local conformational transitions, with three types
of micro modiﬁcations employed. The ﬁrst is a kink-type of
random replacement of a single side-chain unit (with
a corresponding change of orientation of the two connecting
virtual chain bonds). The portions of the model chain on both
sides of the modiﬁed fragment (on one side for the chain end
fragments) remain ﬁxed. Three-bond and four-bond moves
are deﬁned in a similar manner. The random selections of the
local micro modiﬁcations are biased in a way that ensures
frequent jumps over high barriers of conformational energy
related to the short-range interactions. The model time unit
corresponds to N-2 attempts to perform two bond moves
(where N is the chain length), N-3 attempts to perform three
bond moves and N-4 attempts to perform four-bond moves.
The sequence of moves and their location in the chain are
random. Thereby, the simulation algorithm numerically
solves a complex stochastic equation of motion.
Simulations were performed using a standard asymmetric
Metropolis scheme (Metropolis et al., 1953) for the
dynamics of protein-like polymers (Ilkowski et al., 2000;
Kolinski and Skolnick, 1996) at a constant temperature.
Unfolding experiments started from a lattice representation
of the native structure. Several long isothermal runs were
executed at various temperatures near the folding transition
temperature. In addition to the simulations employing the
above-outlined force ﬁeld of the SICHO model, we
performed a parallel set of simulations with the statistical
side-chain potential replaced by the Go-type potential (Go
et al., 1980). In the model introduced by Go, a constant
attractive potential is applied to those pairs of residues in
contact in the native structure; other pair interactions are
ignored. The native contacts are extracted from analysis
of the appropriate PDB ﬁles (Bernstein et al., 1977), with
a distance cutoff of 4.5 A˚ between any pair of two atoms of
the side chains being in contact. The value of the Go contact
potential was set to 0.4 kBT, close to the ‘‘average’’ value
of the pairwise amino-acid speciﬁc potential, and the
temperature of simulations was assumed to be the same as
for the complete statistical force ﬁeld simulations (see
below). The purpose of this exercise was to determine the
main factor responsible for the observed unfolding mecha-
nism—differences in the side-chain interactions or the
overall topology of the native fold (simulations with a Go-
type of potential).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We studied four proteins, the unfolding mechanisms of
which were intensively studied experimentally and which
represent various secondary structural classes (see Table 1
for details). These are apomyoglobin; leghemoglobin;
plastocyanin; and the B-domain of proteins G and L. To
measure the mobility of particular segments of the protein,
the autocorrelation function (the time-averaged mean-square
displacement) is calculated as a function of time lapsed and
the position in the sequence,
giðDtÞ ¼ hðriðt1DtÞ  riðtÞÞ2i; (1)
where ri(t) are Cartesian coordinates of the i
th side chain, and
h i denotes averaging over (long) trajectory.
Performing isothermal simulations at various temperatures
near the unfolding temperature, we analyzed mobility of
particular residues and structure fragments (as sheets and
helices). At low temperatures, we only measure ﬂuctuations
around the native state. Under such conditions, the model
TABLE 1 Proteins studied in this work
Name Length PDB code Type Resolution (in A˚)
Apomyoglobin 153 1bvc a 1.5 (x-ray)
Leghemoglobin 143 1bin a 2.2 (x-ray)
Plastocyanin 99 2pcy b 2.0 (x-ray)
Protein G (B1) 56 2gb1 a/b 1.2 (NMR)
Protein L 62 2ptl a/b 1.4 (NMR)
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system is self-bound, and the magnitude of the ﬂuctuations
converges rapidly, well within the simulation time. Thus,
the measurements at low temperatures (slightly below the
estimated unfolding temperature) represent equilibrium
ﬂuctuations of the (model) native state, and could be
qualitatively compared with the crystallographic temperature
factor. In other words, the autocorrelation function gi(Dt)
rapidly reaches a plateau, different for all residues, and does
not depend on the speciﬁc value of Dt, provided it is above
a certain critical value (corresponding to the relaxation time
of the self-bounded model structure). At higher temper-
atures, particular elements of protein secondary structure
begin to unwrap, and the order of secondary structure
disintegration deﬁnes an approximate unfolding pathway. At
the unfolding temperature and at higher temperatures near
the unfolding temperature, the model systems eventually
unfold completely. Thus, the simulations are controlled by
the average displacement of the chain units, that was kept in
the range of the 5–15 A˚, and the mobility proﬁles displayed
in this work were obtained by averaging ﬁve independent
unfolding trajectories. In these cases, the autocorrelation
function measures the system dynamics during the fold
unwrapping and the value of Dt in the Eq. 1 corresponds to
a time which is a fraction of the longest relaxation time of the
model chain, and its value is controlled by the superimposed
displacement limits. The results of the Monte Carlo sim-
ulations could be compared (in a semiquantitative fashion)
with known experimental ﬁndings.
Plastocyanin
Plastocyanin is a relatively small globular protein containing
99 amino acids. Its secondary structure consists of two four-
member b-sheets, arranged in the Greek-key-type topology
(Branden and Tooze, 1991), with reversed two-terminal
strands. The b-turns and longer loops connecting the
extended strands in plastocyanin’s three-dimensional struc-
ture are very mobile (Dyson et al., 1992). This mobility is
critical for its folding mechanism. As demonstrated in Fig. 1,
the results of our simulations at low temperatures, near the
folding temperature, show that the mobility of particular
residues correlates with the crystallographic temperature
factor (Blundell and Johnson, 1976). This is true for
simulations with the statistical pair potential as well as with
the Go potential employed instead of the original pairwise
interactions. It is important to note that the Go potential does
not correlate well with the statistical potential. The cor-
relations are very similar for various proteins of com-
parable size and provide an interesting insight into the
nature of long-range interactions in proteins. The average
value of the side-chain-to-side-chain potentials (for all
groups, not necessarily interacting) equals 0.25. For
contacting residues, it decreases to 0.66. The correlation
coefﬁcient between the N3 N (where N is the chain length),
statistical potential for this protein and the Go potential is
very small and equals 0.10. The N3 Nmatrix was generated
by inserting the appropriate (according to the sequence)
values of the statistical potential from the 20 3 20 statistical
potential tables. For native contacts, a proper orientation of
the side chains—which dictates from which of three 203 20
tables a speciﬁc value has to be extracted—was taken into
account in the selection of the pairwise interaction pa-
rameters. The correlation coefﬁcient between the Go po-
tential and the statistical potential for interacting residues
is much higher and equals 0.75. This leads to an important
observation; namely that in the close vicinity of the native
state, both potentials should have a similar effect on the local
chain mobility; however, after disintegration of a substan-
tial fraction of native contacts, the two potentials become
uncorrelated, and their effect on unfolding should be sig-
niﬁcantly different. Indeed, whereas short-time ﬂuctuations
are highly correlated for both potentials, the results of longer
time simulations—when real unfolding begins—exhibit
much weaker correlations (as shown in Table 2). Correla-
tions of mobility between the results of the simulations
with the two types of potential are much higher than the
correlation with the crystallographic temperature B-factor
curves. Clearly, the B-factor proﬁles exhibit much more ﬂuc-
tuation, probably reﬂecting changes in local packing density.
FIGURE 1 Mobility proﬁles for plastocyanin (2pcy). The upper curve
illustrates the results of Monte Carlo simulations near the unfolding
temperature (T ¼ 1.4). The lowest curve corresponds to equivalent
simulations with Go potential (at the same temperature). Proﬁle of the
crystallographic temperature factor (middle solid line) is given for
comparison. All data are in A˚2. Locations of helices (n) and b-strands
(xxxxx) are marked.
TABLE 2 Correlation coefﬁcients for the plastocyanin
mobility proﬁles (SICHO and Go potentials) and B-factor
proﬁle displayed in Fig. 1
B-factor SICHO Go
B-factor 1 0.24 0.25
SICHO 0.24 1 0.44
Go 0.25 0.44 1
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On the other hand, the mobility proﬁles (with both po-
tentials) indicate varying stability of the larger fragments of
the structure. At all temperatures studied, the b-turns located
between residues 42 and 45 and between residues 65 and 68
dissolve ﬁrst and the large fragment between residues 42 and
68 becomes the most mobile region of the entire protein,
except for the very end fragments of the chain. The some-
what excessive mobility of the chain ends seems to be
a common problem of all long-time simulations using re-
duced models. Most of the residues from the mobile regions
are exposed to the solvent and have a smaller-than-average
number of side-chain contacts. Also, being rather irregular,
they have a small number of main chain hydrogen bonds.
Additionally, the secondary propensities for these regions
are weak. Thus, it is not surprising that these fragments
unfold rapidly. From experimental studies it is known that
these b-turns may play an important role in the early stages
of protein folding and that their mobility (Dyson et al., 1992)
is essential for folding initiation. Mobility of these regions
can also play a role in ﬁxing the ﬁnal secondary structure of
the protein. Despite a short helix, located between residues
52 and 55, the relatively long, mostly coil-type region
containing this rigid element of secondary structure exhibits
high mobility. This fragment of the chain closes an edge of
a b-sheet and is most likely one of the ﬁrst to unfold. These
results for plastocyanin show that protein coil regions are
very important for the folding/unfolding mechanism and for
stability of the entire protein. Even partial unfolding of
b-sheets causes a very rapid unfolding of the loop and turn
fragments. This is consistent with the picture emerging from
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies of plastocyanin
fragments (Dyson et al., 1992); the loop regions are
stabilized by the regular fragments of the structure.
Apomyoglobin
Apomyoglobin is a protein consisting of 153 amino acids
that contains eight helices: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H.
Helices C and D are relatively short; C contains six amino
acids and D contains six amino acids (Branden and Tooze,
1991; Wagner et al., 1995). The remaining helices are
signiﬁcantly longer. We compared results obtained from
calculations based on SICHO and Go potentials with the
crystallographic temperature factor (Blundell and Johnson,
1976). The patterns shown on the graph are very similar for
both cases; one exception is for helix B in the SICHO model
(Fig. 2). Indeed, the fragment containing helix B in the
SICHO model with statistical potential appears signiﬁcantly
less stable than it is suggested by simulations with Go
potential or from analysis of the B-factor proﬁles. Neverthe-
less, the highest peaks of the mobility along the entire
sequence (Fig. 2) coincide nicely for all proﬁles. In general,
the observed mobility of helical proteins (or helical
fragments) correlates much better with the crystallographic
temperature factor proﬁles than for other types of protein
structure. A similar pattern has been observed by Haliloglu
and Bahar (1998) for a much simpler model, where all
residues were treated as a single point connected by har-
monic springs with neighboring residues. Interestingly, our
simulations with the Go potential are also consistent with
the crystallographic temperature factor proﬁle of the apo-
myoglobin structure (see Table 3). This strongly suggests
that the topology of the fold is the major factor responsible
for mobility of various residues. Experimental data show that
only part of B-helix is stable (Reymond et al., 1997)—this is
the second part of this helix (staring from residue 29). Very
clearly, we can see that helices A, G, and H are the most
stable in the entire protein. They are closely packed and have
large numbers of interhelical hydrophobic contacts. Also, the
helical propensities of the corresponding fragments of
polypeptide chains are stronger than average. This is also
consistent with experimental results (Eliezer and Wright,
1996; Gilmanshin et al., 1997; Jennings and Wright, 1993;
Nishimura et al., 2000; Reymond et al., 1997; Tcherkasskaya
and Uversky, 2001; Wright et al., 1988). Thus, it can be
concluded that the stability of helices A, G, and H is critical
for the folding mechanism for the entire protein. They unfold
last during the unfolding process; and they fold ﬁrst,
initiating the entire folding process (Reymond et al., 1997).
FIGURE 2 Mobility proﬁles for apomyoglobin (1bvc). The upper curve
illustrates the results of Monte Carlo simulations near the unfolding
temperature (T ¼ 1.1). The lowest curve corresponds to equivalent sim-
ulations with Go potential (at the same temperature). Proﬁle of crystal-
lographic temperature factor (middle solid line) is given for comparison.
All data are in A˚2. Locations of helices (n) are marked.
TABLE 3 Correlation coefﬁcients for the apomyoglobin
mobility proﬁles (SICHO and Go potentials) and B-factor
proﬁle displayed in Fig. 2
B-factor SICHO Go
B-factor 1 0.52 0.52
SICHO 0.52 1 0.45
Go 0.52 0.45 1
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The critical role of helix H for fold stability has been
conﬁrmed by mutation studies (Cavagnero et al., 1999). As
shown in Fig. 3, where the mobility of wild-type apo-
myoglobin is compared with the mobility of the mutant,
the effect of mutations (substitution of D132 and E136 by
Gly residues) could be reproduced in the simulations.
Whereas there are evident differences, the overall correlation
coefﬁcient between the two proﬁles is relatively large and
equal to 0.63. Clearly, the mutations increase the mobility of
the H-helix due to substitution of helix-forming residues by
very ﬂexible Gly residues. Increasing the mobility of helix H
simultaneously increases the mobility of helix G. These two
helices are parallel to each other and strongly interact in
the folded structure. Destabilization of the H-helix causes
subsequent destabilization of the G-helix. A similar ex-
planation seems plausible for increased mobility of the
portions of the B- and C-helices that are stabilized by the
G-helix.
Almost perfect agreement of the short-time mobility
patterns seen by Haliloglu and Bahar (1998) with our
simulations (especially with the Go potential) strongly
suggests that various speciﬁc interactions in proteins are
not crucial for the mobility of the structure near the native
state. Note that Haliloglu and Bahar’s model is extremely
simpliﬁed and based on a three-dimensional harmonic net
approximation of protein. Our model, having a relatively
accurate approximation of hydrogen bonds, local stiffness
of the polypeptide chain, and approximation of the burial
(or hydrophobic) interactions, leads to qualitatively similar
results. The different average amplitudes of motions should
be ascribed to different temperature conditions of the sim-
ulations. Thus, the fold topology is the major factor of the
local mobility near the native state. Since the later unfold-
ing events follow a similar pattern and agree qualita-
tively with experimental data, it is safe to say that the
fold topology is also a main factor responsible for the un-
folding/folding pathway of apomyoglobin. Nevertheless, as
shown by comparison of the mutant and the wild-type
proteins, sequence details also play an important role. The
possibility of studying the sequence effects goes beyond the
applicability of a very simple model such as that of Haliloglu
and Bahar.
Apomyoglobin versus leghemoglobin
These two proteins are interesting as an example. They
belong to the same globin family and have similar tertiary
structures (the root-mean-square deviation from native after
the best structural superposition is equal to 4.16 A˚) despite
completely different sequences. Thus, we can check the
hypothesis that these two distant evolutionary proteins
should have almost the same folding pathways (Nishimura
et al., 2000).
If proteins have similar folding pathways, they should also
have similar unfolding pathways. Monte Carlo simulations
conﬁrm this hypothesis. As shown in Fig. 4, the mobility of
the corresponding secondary structure fragments for both
proteins is qualitatively similar. The correlation coefﬁcient
for the corresponding parts of the two proﬁles is equal to
0.57. There are, of course, some quantitative differences.
Shifts of mobility reﬂect differences in the location of
particular helices along the sequences. Nevertheless, qual-
itative similarity of unfolding pathways is evident. This
means that the folding pathway for these two distant
evolutionary proteins is, to a large extent, conserved. In-
terestingly, Eliezer and Wright (1996) found that the frag-
ments of apomyoglobin—namely, the EF-loop, the F-helix,
the FG-loop, and the beginning of the G-helix—exhibit
large structural ﬂuctuations at the transition state between
the native and unfolded states. This is consistent with our
results. We found that the amplitudes of ﬂuctuations of the
FIGURE 3 Comparison of mobility proﬁles for wild-type apomyoglobin
(dashed line) and the mutant (solid line). See text for details.
FIGURE 4 Comparison of mobility proﬁles for apomyoglobin and
leghemoglobin (dashed line) at a temperature slightly higher (T ¼ 1.2)
than the unfolding temperature (T ¼ 1.1).
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F-helix and the beginning of the G-helix dramatically in-
crease as the temperature of the system increases from T ¼
0.9–1.1. A similar effect is observed for B- and D-helices.
These helices have a smaller-than-average number of long-
range contacts and their secondary structure propensities are
lower. From the point of view of the stability of the
secondary structure, we found that the most stable fragments
of the apomyoglobin are the G-helix (except its beginning)
and the H-helix. These fragments exhibit very low ﬂuctua-
tions even at relatively high temperatures. The stability of
those helices during the unfolding process suggests that in
the reverse phenomenon (folding), these fragments form the
ﬁrst elements of the ﬁnal fold.
B1-domain of protein G and protein L
The B1 domain of streptococcal protein G is a small, very
regular a/b structure consisting of 56 amino acids. The
structure (Gronenborn et al., 1991) contains a single helix on
top of an antiparallel, four-stranded b-sheet. The folding
pathway of this protein was extensively studied experimen-
tally (Blanco et al., 1994; Frank et al., 1995; Gronenborn
et al., 1991; Kuszewski et al., 1994; McCallister et al., 2000)
and theoretically (Blanco and Serrano, 1995; Ilkowski et al.,
2000; Karanicolas and Brooks III, 2002; Munoz et al., 1997;
Sheinerman and Brooks III, 1998) via various computer
simulation methods. Fig. 5 shows the results of unfolding
experiments by the method used in this work. It is clear that
the most stable element of the structure is the central he-
lix. This is consistent with experimental ﬁndings. The
N-terminal b-hairpin is signiﬁcantly less stable than the
C-terminal hairpin and unfolds ﬁrst. As temperature in-
creases, the second strand (on the edge of the b-sheet) com-
pletely dissolves, whereas the C-terminal b-hairpin remains
intact. This is the most pronounced in the intermediate tem-
perature curve (but also displays at other close temperatures),
where the C-terminal b-strands move very little, although the
second N-terminal strand (the edge strand in the protein G
fold) is already completely dissolved and detached from the
rest of the b-sheet. At the same time, all loop regions and the
ends of regular secondary structure elements move a few
A˚ngstroms from the native structure. The mobility of the
critical N-terminal strands is of the same magnitude as the
mobility of the most ﬂexible loop region. This is also
consistent with experimental NMR data (Frank et al., 1995).
There are very similar folds that exhibit an opposite behavior
(protein L domain) for which the N-terminal part is more
stable (Karanicolas and Brooks III, 2002; Wikstrom et al.,
1993). The corresponding simulation data for protein L are
plotted in Fig. 6. In this case, the N- and C-terminal
fragments of the sheet exhibit a similar overall mobility. The
experiments and the recent simulations by Clementi et al.
(2003) (using the all-atom model with the Go-type potential)
show that in protein L the C-terminal hairpin dissolves ﬁrst.
Comparison of our simulations for protein G and protein L
show a signiﬁcant increase of relative stability of N-termi-
nus in protein L; however, the results for protein L are
inconclusive with regard to which strands dissolve ﬁrst.
Clementi’s simulations strongly suggest that the factors
responsible for breaking of symmetry in these proteins are
the details of packing of large hydrophobic side chains in the
native structures. Our model lacks these details, and this
could be a reason why the agreement with experiment is only
partial (with a proper prediction for protein G and a more-or-
less correct direction of the change of protein L unfolding
pattern). Thus, our simulations indicate that the simpliﬁed
model accounts for simple topological effects (namely, the
general similarity of the mobility proﬁles of the two proteins,
with correlation coefﬁcient equal to 0.60 at the lowest
temperature displayed) on the unfolding/folding process, and
partially for more subtle differences in stability resulting
FIGURE 5 Mobility proﬁles for protein G at three temperatures T ¼ 0.8,
0.9, and 1.2 (from bottom to top), where T ¼ 1.2 is the estimated unfolding
temperature.
FIGURE 6 Mobility proﬁles for protein L at T ¼ 0.8, 0.9, and 1.2 (from
bottom to top), where T ¼ 1.2 is the estimated unfolding temperature.
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from the sequence of amino acids. The results of simulations
with Go potentials are essentially the same with much higher
correlation coefﬁcients. Similarity of the results for knowl-
edge-based potential and Go-type potentials of these two
proteins suggests that the differences in local interactions
(secondary structure propensities) can easily change the
details of the unfolding pathways. Indeed, in protein G, the
C-terminal hairpin has stronger b-type propensity, whereas
for protein L the N-terminal hairpin is better deﬁned with
respect to the secondary propensities. The strength of tertiary
interactions in these two proteins are of very similar
magnitude for C- and N-terminal hairpins, respectively, but
subtle details might be missed in the reduced model. Thus
the differences in secondary propensities appear to be the
main factors responsible for the observed differences in
simulations of the unfolding pathways. Nevertheless, a small-
er difference of the unfolding proﬁles of these two proteins
with Go potential (higher correlation coefﬁcient) also
indicates some (although difﬁcult to quantify) dependency
on the tertiary interactions. Consequently, the predictive
value of the proposed method goes beyond that for highly
simpliﬁed models of protein dynamics.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we employed a simpliﬁed lattice model and
a model of Monte Carlo dynamics to study dynamic behavior
of globular proteins near the native state and the mechanisms
of protein unfolding. The main conclusions of this work can
be formulated as follows:
1. The model describes the dynamics of the native state and
the folding pathways of globular proteins. First, the
observed mobility of the reduced models of the native
structure qualitatively mimics the very local (short-time)
dynamics of the folded proteins, as assessed by the
values of the crystallographic temperature factor. More
importantly, the order of dissolution of secondary
structure elements, at temperatures near the unfolding
temperature and slightly higher than the folding temper-
ature, reproduces many of the qualitative features of the
unfolding pathways deduced from the experiment (with
the salient exception of protein L, where the details are
inconclusive). For longer times, the correlation with the
crystallographic temperature factor proﬁles decays.
2. The earlier and present studies strongly suggest that the
main factors controlling mobility of the folded state are
the local packing density and overall topology of the
native state. To some extent, these factors also dictate
very early stages of the unfolding pathways. The later
events are more complex and, especially for b-type
proteins, do not correlate well with the crystallographic
estimation of local mobility. For instance, the different
stabilities of the N- and C-terminal fragments of the B1
domain of protein G (and protein L) detected in
simulations indicate that the details of molecular
interactions may affect the folding pathway. Also,
comparison of the unfolding of apomyoglobin and its
mutant shows that even small changes of interaction
patterns due to two-point mutations leads to a qualitative
change of the unfolding pattern. Thus the proposed
model, at least on a qualitative level, accounts properly
for the sequence effects.
3. Assuming that the successive events of a folding pathway
follow, to some extent, the reverse order of the unfolding
events, the proposed methodology may be a very useful
tool for qualitative studies of entire folding pathways of
large proteins and macromolecular assemblies. Since
a technology exists (see the homepage for NIH Research
Resource for Multiscale Modeling Tools in Structural
Biology, at http://mmtsb.scripps.edu) for bootstrapping
the coarse-grained dynamics of the proposed reduced
model with the detailed molecular dynamic study of
essential short-time events along the folding pathways,
the proposed method should also be applicable in more
detailed computational studies of long-time dynamics of
biomolecular systems. Thus, the present approach goes far
beyond simple analytical models such as those developed
by Haliloglu and Bahar (1998), enabling study of entire
unfolding/folding pathways. Qualitative agreement of the
short-time results (where the equilibrium ﬂuctuations of
the lattice models of the native state slightly below the
estimated unfolding temperature were measured) with the
rigorously tractable simple analytical models also sug-
gests that the Monte Carlo dynamics and entire sampling
of the lattice model scheme mimics qualitative features of
the continuous dynamics of proteins.
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